
 

 

More Than Friends 

 

It was not surprising to learn Beauford Delaney lived a very compartmentalized life. As queer 

people, we all learn how to wear our masks. In Harlem, his art and social engagements 

focused on the experiences of disenfranchised black Americans in the city throughout the 

Great Depression. His colleagues there knew nothing of the Beauford that later moved just a 

few miles away, to Greenwich Village. Here he surrounded himself in his small studio with a 

circle of gay––mostly white––friends, and his qualms with his sexuality loosened, if only 

minutely, before moving alone to Paris in 1953. 

 

While these accounts did not shock me, yet I was still affected by the uncanny parallels 

drawn between Delaney’s life and my own. How does one coalesce these spheres of life and 

survive the scrutiny of a racist and homophobic society, or the shame of going against family 

values? How do many masks suddenly become one? And, if they can’t, is it possible to 

authentically maintain separate lives? 

 

Delaney’s art from New York is figurative; impasto and bursts of color layer into scenes and 

portraits nuanced with concurrent meanings about life in his world. It’s only later, from his 

Paris works, that we see him allow color and light charge over form, exposing a new sort of 

intimacy within the artist. I wanted my work to grant Delaney some embodiment of his own 

emotional breadth, in the way he granted subjects in his other compositions. I like to 

imagine a self-accepted Beauford, painting his muses and unburdened by shame, whether 

he publicly disclosed his sexuality or maintained this privacy to a select few. 

 

The muse sits at the edge of the bed, almost naked, posing for Delaney’s portraiture. Both 

are completely vulnerable––the man’s stark likeness within the frame, Delaney in the sheer 

presence of the man, painting what he desires. I hope the piece serves as a testimony to 

authenticity, that it is possible to step between worlds, lock the bedroom door, and indulge 

oneself in the mask that kisses a lover. 

 

 

 

Saipan-born, Cincinnati based, and self-taught artist 

Natasha Quitano, has been sharpening her skills for nearly 

a decade. After being uprooted and moved to the U.S., she 

found herself drawing not only for pleasure but out of 

necessity. Natasha realized early on she could use art as a 

means of reflection and expression; materializing emotion 

and depicting a passion that words cannot. Drawing 

inspiration from various genres of music, art, and 

entertainment, she has created over 100 commissioned 

works for art connoisseurs worldwide. Natasha enjoys both 

drawing and painting using graphite, pen, and acrylic 

paints. She currently draws inspiration from artists such as 

Yayoi Kusama and Jean-Michel Basquiat. Using Kusama’s 

technique of repetition and Basquiat’s overall ingenuity to 

create her own mashup of original works. Knowing no 

bounds she is capable of adapting to almost any style 

highlighting her use of color, texture and symbolism. She 

has sketched for VLONE designer, Jabari Shelton, and is a 

published illustrator for the Writer’s Brew. Natasha’s mural 

work is housed in the Oxford Public Library and Talawanda 

High School. Natasha envisions herself connecting with the community by showcasing a multitude 

of works that are thought-provoking and dauntless.  

 

IG: @natashajq 


